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Automotive: Isuzu  Motors  plans  Rs  1000 
crore plant in India +info Luxury automobile 
players  look  at  smaller  cars  to  rev 
up volumes +info Italian carmaker Fiat plans 
to drive in SUVs in India +info Daimler India 

to launch 6 truck models by end of 2012 +info

Business agreements:  US for long-term defence cooperation +info 
Final  round of  talks  on free trade with  EU in Sept  +info  Gujarat, 
Germany to set up business centre +info New Zealand-India pact to 
boost bilateral trade +info

Biotech:  Biotech  Industry’s  five  year 
growth  at 19% +info  New  rules  for 
biotech firms from Aug 15 +info

Energy:  CERC  guidelines  soon  to  develop  ancillary  market  for 
power trading +info Government gearing up to remove roadblocks to 
attract investments in oil and gas exploration +info

Food:  Government  mulls  stringent  steps  to  curb  rising  food prices 
+info  FSSAI working on quality standards for  imported food items 
+info 

Finance: Finance ministry looks at ETF route for disinvestment +info

Infrastructure:  Government  mulls  20,000 
crore boost for road projects +info  New 
body for faster clearance of infra projects 
+info 

IT: AP plans to set up 6 IT hardware clusters with Rs 300-cr outlay 
+info Smaller IT companies joining global outsourcing deal +info

Renewable energy:  Solar photovoltaic 
installations  in  India  cross  1 
GW milestone +info  BHEL commissions 
solar  plant  in Karnataka  +info  New 
tax  on  wind  turbines  by 
local panchayats  +info  MNRE plans to 
set up company for generating power 
using biomass  +info  Windar  to  double  capacity,  invest  Rs  150  cr 
in India +info

Industry:  Waste  management  gets  Rs  2,086 cr  from Centre +info 
India captivating mainstream cosmetics industry in a big way   +info 
Durables  sales  bounce  back  after  3  quarters  of  falling sales 
Electronics  policy  could  bring  $1-bn investment  +info  Foreign  film 
production houses may soon get one-stop approval for shoots +info

Politics:  Pranab  Mukherjee  elected  India’s 
13th President +info

Telecommunication:  3G  operators  seek  relaxation  in  external 
commercial  borrowing norms +info  Indian  handset  makers  dial 
overseas for biz opportunities  +info  Wipro Technologies restructures 
its billion-dollar telecom business +info

Upcoming Events  

Coming trade exhibitions/Events:  
Upcomming Trade fairs in India +info

Economy

Import-export: 21% duty imposed on 
import of power gear +info Garment 
exports to non-traditional markets up 
by 16% in FY12 +info India to ship 
wheat  on  bilateral basis +info 
Shipping  Corporation  hikes  freight 
to Europe +info

Norms & regulations:  No service tax on foreign remittances +info 
RBI eases derivative contract norm +info

FDI:  Government approves  14 FDI  proposals  worth Rs  1,584 crore 
+info Government plans to ease FDI in aviation, to introduce new law 
to facilitate investment flows  +info  Government may ease FDI norms 
in pharmaceutical industry +info 

Inflation:  Inflation fears, government sluggishness to force RBI not to 
cut interest rates +info

SEZ: SEZ exports jump 64% in first quarter +info More manufacturing 
SEZs needed in remote areas: Commerce Ministry +info

“Vedic Period in India”

The  Vedic  period or  age,  was the period 
during which the Vedas, the oldest scriptures 
of Hinduism, were composed. The time span 
of  the period is uncertain. Philological and 
linguistic  evidence  indicates  that  the 
Rigveda,  the  oldest  of  the  Vedas,  was 
composed  roughly  between  1700  and 

1100 BC, also referred to as the early Vedic period. The end of  the 
period is commonly estimated to have occurred about 500 BC.

Transmission of texts in the Vedic period was by oral tradition alone, and 
a literary tradition set in only in post-Vedic times. Despite the difficulties in 
dating  the  period,  the  Vedas  can  safely  be  assumed  to  be  several 
thousands of years old. The associated culture, sometimes referred to as 
Vedic civilization,  was probably centred early on in the northern and 
northwestern parts of  the Indian subcontinent,  but has now spread and 
constitutes the basis of contemporary Indian culture. 

Texts considered to date to the Vedic period are mainly the four  Vedas - 
Rigveda , Yajurveda, Samaveda and Atharvaveda. The Vedas record the 
liturgy connected  with  the  rituals  and sacrifices  performed by Shrauta 
priests and purohitas (chaplains). 

Vedic  people  believed in  the  transmigration  of  the  soul.  Many  of  the 
concepts of  Indian philosophy espoused later  like Dharma, Karma, etc. 
trace their root to the Vedas. Major Philosophers of this era were Rishis  
Narayana,  Kanva,  Rishaba,  Vamdeva  and  Angiras.  The  post-Vedic 
systems  of  thought  have  been  fully  preserved  and  form  the  basis  of  
modern Hinduism. 

Cattle were held in high esteem and frequently appear in Rigvedic hymns; 
goddesses were often compared to cows, and gods to bulls.  Agriculture 
grew more prominent  with  time as  the  community  gradually  began to 
settle down in post-Rigvedic times. The economy was based on bartering 
with cattle and other valuables such as salt or metals.

After the end of  the Vedic period, the Mahajanapadas period in turn 
gave way to the Maurya Empire (from ca. 320 BC), the golden age of  
classical Sanskrit literature.

"The season of failure is the best time  
for sowing the seeds of success." - P. 

Yogananda (1893-1952), Indian Yogi.
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